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Swimmer crosses Cook
Strait despite rough seas
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Whitaker leads KTM sweep in Extreme
Championships 10:47 AM | Bikesport NZ

Press Release: Abhejali Bernadova

Paremata Plimmerton Rugby Football Club
receives NZCT grant 10:31 AM | NZ Community
Trust

Swimmer crosses Cook Strait despite rough seas in the wake of

Con!dence Man releases new single &
announce Auckland show 10:04 AM | NicNak
Media

Cyclone Gita

Whitaker needed all his skills to win Dirt
Bike Series 9:32 AM | Bikesport NZ

Feb 24

Elton John - New Tickets Released - Dunedin
& Auckland Shows 9:07 AM | Blackout Music
Manag...

Despite stormy seas and strong currents potentially ruining any

SIX60 Saturdays 2020 | New Plymouth SOLD
OUT 8:58 AM | Eccles Entertainment

chance of a crossing, Abhejali Bernadova today swum the Cook Strait

EQUESTRIAN - Bringing the World's Best to
New Zealand 8:57 AM | Equitana

and become the seventh person in the world to complete the seven
' RSS

oceans challenge. She completed the swim in 13 hours, 9 minutes and

More

Wellington Christchurch

48 seconds, arriving at the tip of the South Island around 9.20pm. The
swim was longer than expected due to the rough conditions and

Auckland

ALICE IN WONDERLAND THE PANTOMIME at
Circa One - Great panto fun for all the fam...

strong currents. For several hours during the swim Abhejali was

ALICE IN WONDERLAND THE PANTOMIME at
Circa One - Memorable fun for all

!ghting merely to hold her position and not be pulled back towards
Wellington, but when currents settled she was able to continue

FOUR NIGHTS IN THE GREEN BARROW PUB at
J J Murphy & Co, 119 Cuba Street - A perf...

covering ground. The swim was executed North to South, which is

BREAKS at Te Whaea – D10 Space, Basement
level, 11 Hutchison Road, Newtown - Sta...

against the usual direction, as high winds were expected near

MEETING KARPOVSKY at Circa Two - return
season - Spellbinding

Wellington this afternoon.

DRONE at Te Auaha - Tapere Iti (Little
Theatre), 65 Dixon St - Very relatable hu...
HANSEL AND GRETEL at Opera House Dazzles in all facets

The timing to complete these crossings is extremely tight, as the
swimmers can only attempt during either the full moon or on the half
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moon. At these times the currents and tides are at their calmest. With
cyclone Gita hitting New Zealand three days ago, Abhejali had to cancel

LIFESTYLE BLOGROLL

the planned swim on Thursday due to rough seas. Even today the seas
were rough; Abhejali battled high swells, seasickness and being stung

EventFinder
Theatreview
Arts & Letters Daily
The Big Idea
Prostablog - Prostate Cancer News

by a jelly!sh that got stuck in her swimsuit. If Abhejali had not been
able to complete the crossing, her next opportunity would not have
been for two more weeks, and this would have entailed additional
di"culties for her.
While 348 have completed the seven summits challenge – the scaling
of the world’s seven highest mountains, To date only ten have
completed the seven ocean’s challenge. This week, Abhejali is now the
10th person, 4th woman and !rst person actually living and training in
a landlocked country (Ion Lazarenco Tiron is Irish AND MOLDAVIAN but
lives and trains in Ireland) . The !rst woman to complete the challenge
was Anna Carin Nordin from Sweden (not Kimberly Chambers Kimberly Chambers was the 3rd woman to complete the Oceans
Seven, and the !rst and only one so far from New Zealand).
Abhejali has completed the previous six necessary crossings over the
past ten years. These are: North Channel (Scotland), the Molokai
Channel (Hawaii), the English Channel, the Catalina Channel (USA), the
Tsugaru Strait (Japan) and the Strait of Gibraltar (Spain). Whereas over
1,600 people have swum the English Channel, only 97 have crossed the
Cook Strait. According to the rules of the Open Water Swimming
society, these must be swum with no wetsuit. Abhejali has completed
each of these swims on her !rst attempt. Considering the di"culty of
each of these individual swims, her achievement is remarkable and
gives testimony to her dedication, determination and talent for the
sport. Her most di"cult swim was the Molokai Channel, which took her
nearly 22 hours in strong currents, as seasickness prevented her from
being able to eat or drink and regain energy.
Abhejali was crewed on her swim by Harita Davies, who in 2017
became New Zealand’s !rst woman to complete the world’s longest
race – the Self Transcendence 3,100 mile race in New York. These two
women share a practice of meditation they learnt from their teacher
Sri Chinmoy – also a pioneer in the world of sports who inspired many
people to believe in their unlimited potential and reach unprecedented
goals. Also crewing for her were Helena Royden, a Czech speaking New
Zealander, Stacey Marsh, P. Thorpe and Vera Sevestiyanova.
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Scoop Citizen Members and ScoopPro Organisations are
the lifeblood of Scoop.
20 years of independent publishing is a milestone, but your support is
essential to keep Scoop thriving. We are building on our o#ering with
new In-depth Engaged Journalism platform - thedig.nz.
Find out more and join us:
Scoop Citizen Membership

ScoopPro for Organisations

Find more from Abhejali Bernadova on InfoPages.

LIFESTYLE
Transit Of Mercury:
Historic Viewing
Recreated

Howard Davis: Very
Silly Stormtroopers Jojo Rabbit

Keen stargazers gathered at Te
Whanganui o Hei, or Mercury
Bay, on the Coromandel
Peninsula to watch a rare astronomic event this
morning. More>>

ALSO:

Described as “an anti-hate satire,” Taiki Waititi's
latest movie depicts the growth of a young boy in
Nazi Germany who seeks advice on how to become
a tough man from his 'imaginary friend' - a highly
eccentric version of Adolf Hitler.
More>

Howard Davis: Tricky
Dicky - Peter
Morgan's Frost/Nixon

Image Out-Link - Ian Gri"n on Twitter

Forest And Bird: Hoiho
Crowned Bird Of The
Year For 2019
Widely considered an
underdog, the valiant hoiho
(yellow-eyed penguin) has
smashed the feathered ceiling to win Bird of the
Year, a !rst for seabirds in the competition's 14 year
history. More>>

At a time when talk of
presidential impeachment has once again become a
political reality, there is no more apposite drama
than this gripping 'true story' about the mostwatched TV interview in history. More>

Scoop Review Of
Books: 'the
everrumble' by
Michelle Elvy

ALSO:
NZ Govt - Hoiho get extra support
Image Out-Link - Michaël Catanzariti
University of Canterbury - Without Paris Accord,
emperor penguins are in dire straits

This is Zettie’s tale from her
birth date in 1965 through to
her ‘passing’ at the age of 105. Yet, Zettie’s tale is our
own tale, as humans still all-too-often hell-bent on
destroying our environment and therefore our
fellow creatures – and thus – symbiotically and
inevitably – ourselves. More>>
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